ATCO Electric Ltd. (the Operator) pursuant to Permit and Licence No. AP 87-101 is the operator of 144-kV transmission line 7L12 from Lubicon substation 780S to Wesley Creek substation 834S, including a tap line extending north to Seal Lake substation 869S.

By Application No. 1418132 (the Application), registered on September 13, 2005, the Operator applied for approval to re-designate the existing 144-kV tap line between 7L12 and Seal Lake substation 869S as 7LA12 (the Transmission Line) and to retain 7L12 as the line number designated for the existing 144-kV transmission line between Lubicon substation 780S and Wesley Creek substation 834S.

The Alberta Energy and Utilities Board (the Board), pursuant to section 15 of the Hydro and Electric Energy Act, being chapter H-16 of the Revised Statutes of Alberta, 2000, hereby approves the application and grants to the Operator, a Licence to operate the Transmission Line, subject to the provisions of the Acts, the Regulations, orders made pursuant thereto, and to the following terms and conditions:

1. The route of the Transmission Line shall be as shown on Appendix A and as described in the Application.

2. Where, in the Board’s opinion, it is in the public interest to do so, the Board may alter the Transmission Line or relocate any part of the Transmission Line pursuant to sections 17 and 19 of the Hydro and Electric Energy Act.

3. Specifications of the Transmission Line shall include the following:

   (a) the Transmission Line shall be designed, built for, and operated at a nominal voltage of 144-kV,

   (b) the structures shall be wood, steel, or concrete construction, and

   (c) other aspects of the Transmission Line as more particularly described in the Application.
4. The Board may cancel, suspend, or amend this Licence upon its own motion, an application by an interested party, or failure of the Operator to comply with any provisions of the Act, the Regulations, or this Licence.

5. Permit and Licence No. AP 87-101 was rescinded by Permit and Licence No. U2005-396.
LUBICON LAKE – WESLEY CREEK AREA

APPENDIX A TO PERMIT NO. U2005-397

PREVIOUS PERMIT NO. AP 87-101

LEGEND:
- ATCO ELECTRIC 144-kV TRANSMISSION LINE 7L12
- ATCO ELECTRIC 144-kV TRANSMISSION LINE 7L412